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       websites made easy

        

   
     
     	unlimited updates
	online shop facility
	includes hosting
	includes search engine submission
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  Standard Features:
    	Up to 6 pages
	Up to 12 additional pictures
	Up to 6 additional download documents
	Password protected pages
	Search engine submission
	Contact form
	Your location linked to Google maps


  

  Build your own website in minutes
    Try before you Buy - Click Try It then:

    	Choose a design
	Add words & pictures
	Preview & Publish
	Once paid, your website is online
	Return and update as often as you like


  

      

  All the above standard features cost  £100 for the first year and then only £50 in subsequent years.

     

     
       Optional Extras

       Domain Name. You might have a domain name already (e.g. www.yourcompany.co.uk) in which case we will explain how to alter its settings to bring people to your easisite. That is free. If you require a new domain name for your easisite you can request it whilst creating your site which adds £25 per year to the charges.

       Email Addresses. If you have a new domain with us, or transfer your existing one to us, you also get associated email addresses such as yourname@yourcompany.co.uk

       More Pages & Pictures. The standard site is up to 6 pages. You can elect to have more in batches of 6. Each batch adds a further £50 per year and increases the number of allowed pictures and download documents accordingly.

       Online Shop. The standard website allows creation of a 2-item shop. This lets you to set it up and test it. You can elect to sell more items at extra cost ranging from £50 for 20 items to £200 for an unlimited amount.

       You don't have to sell physical items online. Some of our customers use the shop to sell places on training courses or charge fees for services.

       Custom Designs. easisites has dozens of templates you can choose from, but if you want one customised to your business we can do that. It usually costs £100 (one-off fee) to adapt an existing template with your company logo, a header banner and your choice of colour scheme.
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      I don't want to know about  technicalities. 

        I just want a website!

      That's why easisites exists. You can create and manage your own website with minimal computer talent. If you can click buttons, type words and select photos off your computer you are sufficiently skilled.

    

    
     

    
    
      easisites is ideal for business start-ups, sole traders, B&Bs and other small concerns on a limited budget.

      

    
      easisites is owned and managed by its inventor and creator Matthew Ashton (The Internet Man) who will be happy to answer your questions about its suitability for your situation. 01474 329276

      For any other queries please write to admin@easisites.co.uk

    


  

  
   

 

 

